DESCRIPTION OF THE MAGNETIZATION OF SOME USUAL HEAVY FERMIONS IN AN ISING ANTIFERROMAGNETIC MODEL OF KONDO SPINS IN THE MEAN FIELD APPROXIMATION
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To cite this version: T;=N6el Temperature in the absence of the Kondo reduction.
Near TN we pet a Curie-Weiss like law:
with temperature dependant Curie constant and paramagnetic temperature:
the variations of the Curie constant (i.e. of the paramagnetic moments as it can be measured by e.g. neutron For a spin S = 1/2, Mo = gllg/2; at the absolute scattering, see reference [I] ) is given figure 1 in insert temperature MA=-MB=MO; A = kTK; the other no-we plotted the reciprocal susceptibility. It is interesttations are obvious (A > 0). ing to note that, at TN, the susceptibility is indepenAn expansion of the digamma functions gives the dent of the Kondo temperature: This model also gives the specific heat:
The Wilson ration is deduced: (see Fig. 2 ). In order to compare this model with the experiments we give here only the figure 3. Other features like the saturation curwes or possible metamagnetic transition of different natures are easily deduced from this model.
Before ending let us say that this very simple model, sufEcient to account for many magnetic and thermal properties, has some limitations: -very low anisotropy systems with non uniaxial symmetry = in these cases the model can only be semiquantitative; -transport properties: here this model has to be generalized in including critical behaviour associated with transverse and longitudinal fluctuations. When T -+ 0 this critical behaviour leads either to a magnetic order which can take place at very low temperature (magnetic heavy fermions as in e.g. CeA13) or to random field or even spin glass Kondo systems; when the effects of impurities are not too critical a superconducting transition can occur, resulting from a pairing of Kondo electrons through RKKY interactions (for a phenomenological model sFe [lj This model basically done many years ago (for rev.) related to CeA12 see Barbara, B., et al.
J.A.P. 50 (1979) 2300).
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